
INTRODUCTION

In downtown Jacksonville, as in the majority of the nation's doxically, not only are the downtown areas not designed to
central cities, peak-hour daily arrivals to the central core already accommodate the pedestrian, but the facilities provided him are
place strains on the street networks. The results are well known done as an adjunct to the design of a system which is in conflict
and evident to everyone-accidents, congestion, delay, and with his safety.
decentralization.

Irrespective of one's mode of arrival, the final interaction is the
Continued failure or conflicts of intent and purpose of one completion of the journey on foot. A limitation on the area of
means of transportation requires and demands an immediate accessibility of downtown then occurs which varies for each in-
search for alternative means. In many cities, a new principle is dividual according to age, stamina, weather, etc. There should
arising-a principle that might be called tolerability, which is be little question or surprise as to the success and acclaim of the
measured in terms of decibels, pollution counts, convenience, regional shopping centers and the continued decentralization of
degree of stress, and mass amenity index, central core areas; whereas in the first case the pedestrian is cen-

Inevitably one begins to question the obsolescence of the central tral to its design and in the latter the pedestrian is not.

core. Is the city's primary function to provide an orderly net- ncreasing pedestrian mobility results in the expansion of theIncreasing pedestrian mobility results in the expansion of the
work for the automobile; and the gas, telephone, water, and d a t w b a t wdowntown area that will become accessible to walking trips.
sewer lines, or is it the focal point of people involved in the busi- This increased accessibility of the downtown area then expandsThis increased accessibility of the downtown area then expands
ness of commerce, government, and culture? New factors must t d p o .

. the development potential of the area.
be introduced-preventive measures, consolidation of move-
ments, preservation, and the studied frustration of inordinate Studies similar to this one are being made all over the United
demand. While an often used and abused cliche, "transportation States. They engender new and persistent questions that are
is the means to en end; not the end in itself," it is a point not being asked by urbanists, environmentalists, transit advocates,
often seriously considered or understood. Continued investment and other legitimate critics. Their questions are how to restrict
in one mode of travel does not provide equal transportation op- traffic and how to manipulate demand, and the one answer they
portunities to all levels of the population, and it cannot meet preclude is "more of the same."
transportation demands for future growth.

Those studies already completed have recommended pedestrian
If one were to characterize the central core areas of most Ameri- malls, removing traffic from streets, people-mover systems, and
can cities, the pedestrian would undoubtedly stand out as the turning the streets in the central business district back over to
dominant element. In some areas, the extent of this dominance the pedestrian. These radical changes open up whole new direc-
spills over the sidewalks and takes over parts of streets. Para- tions for public officials and the professionals in transportation.


